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No Name
Tim Tingle
978-1-939053-06-0
160 pages
$9.95

Billy Buckhorn 
Abnormal
Gary Robinson
978-939053-07-7
152 pages
$9.95

Inspired by the traditional 
Choctaw story “No Name,” 
this modern adaptation 
features a present-day 
Choctaw teenager surviving 
tough family times—his 

mom left home and his dad is an abusive alcoholic. 
After an explosive confrontation, the teen runs 
away from home only to return and find a hiding 
spot in his backyard. With help and encouragement 
from friends and a coach, the teen is able to face  
his father.

Book one of the new Billy 
Buckhorn series introduces 
a Cherokee teen that uses 
his supernatural abilities to 

solve mysteries. In this first installment, Abnormal, 
Billy is struck by lightning while fishing with his 
friend Chigger. He survives the lightning strike but 
begins to experience an enhanced level of ESP. Billy 
is labeled “abnormal” by one of his teachers after he 
uncovers an unsavory secret from the teacher’s past. 
What no one suspects is the teacher is a shape-shift-
er who becomes an evil raven that gains strength 
from his victim’s fear.

•  new series  •
Billy Buckhorn supernatural adventures 
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Novels for Struggling Readers
	 •	Native	authors/culturally	accurate	content
	 •	Age	appropriate	plots
	 •	Native	teen	protagonists
	 •	4.0	to	5.5	Reading	level
	 •	Limited	vocabulary
	 •	Linear	storyline
	 •	Contemporary	and	historic	themes

“Thank each author for including native words as part 
of the stories. Difficult issues were not sugar coated but 
presented with integrity.  References to Native Spirituality 
were respectfully addressed without creating “fake ceremo-
nies” or reflecting New Age perspectives. It was refreshing to 
encounter believable stories that honestly portray life among 
indigenous people. If I were teaching middle school, I would 
definitively purchase these books. Thanks for the opportu-
nity to review.”
naomi Caldwell, Phd (ramapough lenape) school 
library media specialist, k-12

“Danny Blackgoat, Navajo Prisoner, a fast-paced 
historical novel, adds a memorable perspective to Native 
American literature for teens. This exciting novel will be  
enjoyed by readers interested in stories about hidden, un-
justly imprisoned, or marginalized teens who seek to escape 
and get justice.”  Voice of youth advocates magazine 
Voya reviews 2013 october

Little Brother of War “There is strength in the depiction 
of a young man finding his way by looking to his roots, and 
Robinson powerfully captures the exhilaration of knowing 
exactly where one belongs.”  Booklist september 1, 2013

Little Brother of War “The tension between respecting 
Choctaw tradition and embracing change are at the heart 
of Robinson’s strong addition to the PathFinders series 
about Native American teens, written by Native authors. 
Written at a fourth-grade reading level, the story captures 
the believable friction in Randy’s family and introduces a 
bit of American culture that will be new to many readers.”  
Publisher weekly reviews 2013 august #2 

danny Blackgoat Trilogy 
By award winning author Tim Tingle 

danny Blackgoat:
rugged road to freedom
Tim Tingle
978-1-939053-05-3
168 pages
 $9.95
In the second book of the tril-
ogy, following his escape from 
prison, the Navajo teen experi-

ences a harrowing journey towards home. As he rico-
chets from one bad situation to the next, his bravery 
doesn’t falter and he never loses faith.

little Brother of war
Gary Robinson
978-1-939053-02-2 
120 pages
$9.95

Sixteen-year-old Mississippi 
Choctaw	Randy	Cheska’s	re-
bellion becomes a journey of 

discovery when he finds a sense of self-worth and 
new direction in life through playing the traditional 
Choctaw game of stickball.

Thunder on the Plains
Gary Robinson
978-1-939053-00-8 
128 pages
$9.95

Tribal Journey
Gary Robinson
978-1-939053-01-5 
128 pages
$9.95

A Native teen is forced to deal 
with becoming partially para-
lyzed as a result of a car  

accident caused while both drivers were texting. 
When	he	becomes	part	of	the	Raven	Canoe	Fam-
ily and learns to “pull” a canoe, his outlook on life 
begins to change.

Danny Wind is still not over 
the death of his father when 
his mom marries a white man. 

When he acts out and gets suspended from school, 
Danny is sent to a survival camp for Native teens 
where he takes part in a bison rescue.

danny Blackgoat,
navajo Prisoner
Tim Tingle 
978-1-939053-03-9
160 pages
$9.95

In book one of the trilogy, the 
Navajo teen is captured and 
forced	on	the	Long	Walk	of	

1864. Danny deals with bullies, rattlesnakes, and 
abusive soldiers until a fellow prisoner helps Danny 
take part in a daring and dangerous escape.

Recipient of the 2014 American Indian Youth Literature 
Award Honor Recognition for Juvenile Fiction

son who returns
Gary Robinson 
978-1-939053-04-6
152 pages
$9.95

Mark Centeno, who is of 
Chumash, Crow, Mexican, 
and Filipino ancestry, becomes 
captivated by powwow  

dancing and embraces a new, exciting connection to 
his Native heritage.

New!

New!
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